Corpus Christi Classics Centre Seminar:
The Invention of Tradition(s) in Roman Cultural History

Sessions will take place on Wednesdays (Michaelmas Term 2022), 5-6.30pm (UK time) at Corpus Christi College, Seminar Room, followed by drinks. The event will be held in a hybrid format. If you plan to attend remotely, please fill in this form to receive the Zoom link. No registration is needed to attend in person.

Wednesday, 5-6.30pm / CCC Seminar Room

12 October: Denis Feeney (Princeton) ‘Romans and Latins in the Fourth Century BC: Inventing Communities’

19 October: Christopher Dowson (ThLL) ‘Philosophical Imperium: Aemulatio and Egestas as Cultural Weapons in Cicero’s philosophica’

26 October: Matthew Leigh (Oxford) ‘Dramatic Fictions and the Crimen Maiestatis - Seneca, Controversiae 9.2’

2 November: Roger Rees (St Andrews), ‘PanLat XII (9) and the Inevitability of Costantine’s Military Victory/Regime Change’

9 November: Consuelo Martino (Durham), ‘The Die has been cast - or has it? The Memory of Julius Caesar and the Literary Tradition(s) on the Crossing of the Rubicon’

16 November: Valentina Arena (UCL), ‘An Antiquarian Solution to a Political Crisis’

23 November: Neil Mclynn (Oxford), “This Attic Law...”: Inventing Traditions in Late Antique Education